BID
31.05. - 02.06.2022
CCL Congress Center Leipzig
Industrieausstellung Level -1

Maße:
L 5800mm
B 2500mm
H 2500mm
Tragkraft
3000kg

Maße:
L 1800mm
Tür
B 2050mm
H 1100mm
Tragkraft
1600kg

Garderobe
Atrium
Eingang

Stand der BID

Gastland
Tschechische Republik

Session / Meeting Rooms
Catering
Exhibition space booked
Exhibition space free
Special Areas
Exhibition space nicht bebaubar

#Freiraum22

#Stand der BID

Exhibition space nicht bebaubar

4,07 m

12 0 4 8 20 m

Session / Meeting Rooms
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Exhibition space booked
Exhibition space free
Special Areas
Exhibition space nicht bebaubar

www.T-E-M.de
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